
SOA 211-7101 online 

Thinking Through Writing in Anthropology and Sociology:  

Health and Healing in Medical Anthropology 

Fall 2020 

 
  

Instructor:  Kathryn Caldera  

email:   kcaldera@umassd.edu 

Schedule:  Sept 2, 2020—December 15, 2020 

Location:  100% online 

For appointments on 

Zoom:  

 https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/OfficeHoursAdvising@

umassd.onmicrosoft.com/bookings/ 

   

COURSE DESCRIPTION 

 

This course is a writing seminar designed to expose students in the practice and mechanics of 

writing academic papers in the disciplines of sociology and anthropology. While many of you 

have written papers for college courses, there are aspects of academic writing unique to 

sociology and anthropology. This course is an in-depth exploration of texts addressing one 

subject – health and healing in medical anthropology – and will give you an opportunity to 

immerse yourselves in discipline-specific writing techniques. You will read and evaluate the 

approaches that other scholars deploy in the production of academic knowledge, and use your 

own writing as a means through which to identify and dissect their arguments. 

 

Part of your grade in this course will depend on the quality of your writing. Good writing is a key 

part of expressing your thoughts; the ideas you convey cannot be delinked from the language you 

use to present them. Regardless of the career you pursue after college, the ability to think 

critically and express yourself well will greatly enhance your success in life. For this reason, we 

will spend the semester sharpening and honing our writing and critical thinking skills. 

 

This course is 100% online. To earn a passing grade, you will demonstrate that you read the 

assigned texts and can analyze them in writing. You will also be graded on your participation in 

regularly scheduled online discussions (asynchronous), in peer review sessions, and on two kinds 

of writing assignments.  Like all skills, writing and critical thinking are learned through practice. 

A handbook will be provided free of charge which will guide you, step by step, through writing a 

research paper.  In this course, we will help each other, draw insights from the assigned texts and 

from each other, and share them in written form.  

 

Prerequisites:  SOA 101, 111, or equivalent 

 

Course Credits:  3 units 

 

Time Considerations:  The rule of thumb for college undergraduate courses is that students 

spend two hours outside of class for every hour in class (three hours), or about six hours per 

week for a three-unit course with no lab. Because this course is 100% online, you are expected to 

spend those three hours reading and viewing films, writing, participating in discussions, and 

reviewing the work of your peers. In our online-environment then, you should plan to spend a 

minimum of nine hours per week on this course, depending on how fast you read and write.   
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REQUIRED TEXTS AND TECHNOLOGY: 

 

The following texts are required and are available for purchase or rent at the retailer of your 

choice.  A good place to start is:  https://www.allbookstores.com to find the lowest price when 

purchasing books. Additional readings will be made available on myCourses. 

 

1. Jordan, Brigitte.  1993. Birth in Four Cultures:  A Crosscultural Investigation of Childbirth 

in Yucatan, Holland, Sweden, and the United States. Fourth edition.  Prospect Heights, 

Illinois:  Waveland Press.  

2. Fadiman, Anne. 1997. The Spirit Catches You and You Fall Down:  A Hmong Child, Her 

American Doctors, and the Collision of Two Cultures.  New York:  Farrar, Straus and 

Giroux  

3. Brown, Peter J. and Svea Closser (eds).  2016. Understanding and Applying Medical 

Anthropology, 3e.  Routledge. 

4. An active, functioning umassd email account and daily electronic access to myCourses  

 

Writing Handbook:  I have not asked you to purchase your own style guide as they are 

expensive and available online. Instead I have created a short handbook for you that will guide 

you through the steps involved in writing an original research paper. Also, links to the Chicago 

Manual Style Online are provided on myCourses, along with quick reference guides produced by 

the ASA (American Sociological Association) and the AAA (American Anthropological 

Association). You will have access to all of these references materials while working on your 

written assignments.  

 

You might consider downloading and highlighting parts of the handbook that you use frequently 

for quick reference. The texts by Jordan and Brown & Closser contain good examples of the 

documentation system we will employ and from which you can copy.  Note: In 2015, 

Anthropology updated its citation style to match that of Sociology. You may run across older 

examples in our readings and in your research but for your papers, please use the updated styles 

illustrated in the Handbook and in the links to the Chicago Manual of Style, 17th edition. 

 

 

COMMUNICATION PLAN 

 

Since we cannot see each other, it is crucial that we maintain regular contact online. Here are my 

expectations for electronic communication over the fourteen weeks we will be working together: 

 

▪ A discussion will be held each week listed under Course Content, with a set of prompts 

designed to organize and focus our conversations. Discussion participation is mandatory 

and is graded. The period of time we spend discussing each topic is limited to one week, 

but you must visit the discussion forum daily, Thursday through Sunday, as this is 

where most teaching and learning will occur. Spend Monday through Wednesday reading 

and composing your microtheme summaries.  I will visit the forum to read new posts 

several times per day during the latter half of the week. (See full instructions in the 

Discussion Folder on myCourses.) 

  

https://www.allbookstores.com/
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▪ If you have a question relating to the readings, please ask during the relevant discussion.  

That is what discussions are for, as other students may benefit from your questions as 

well. The discussion prompts function to get us started, but should not confine us.   

 

▪ If your question is logistical (perhaps you are new to the online environment and you’ve 

forgotten how to access the discussions, or maybe a file has become corrupted and won’t 

open) use the myCourses Messaging system that is internal to our course, and click on 

"Select All" to copy everyone in the course. Helping each other is part of our job here, so 

if one of your classmates gets lost, please do what you can to help.  I also use myCourses 

Messaging to send you weekly updates on our progress, so check it regularly.  

 

▪ Use umassd email ONLY when the subject is of a personal and confidential nature. I 

check all email systems fairly obsessively, and under normal conditions you can expect a 

reply from me within hours, including weekends and holidays, weather events leading to 

power outages excluded.   

 

▪ Please DO NOT send assignments or exams via email. Appropriate submission 

procedures via myCourses will be given in detail below and with each assignment. 

 

 

COURSE OBJECTIVES AND LEARNING OUTCOMES 

 

Upon successful completion of this course, students will be able to  

• Demonstrate the ability to closely read and comprehend college-level texts  

• Illustrate in writing and in online discussions the ability to break down information in the 

texts into its component parts and analyze it. 

• Evaluate empirical evidence and construct thoughtful, critical arguments supported by 

that evidence. 

• Constructively debate and discuss controversial arguments assessing different ways to 

perceive health and healing in both written assignments and in online discussions 

• Work effectively in peer groups to give and receive substantive feedback on emerging 

drafts. 

• Demonstrate the ability to produce a readable and interesting research paper that 

documents sources in a manner appropriate to the disciplines of Anthropology and  

 

 

METHODS OF INSTRUCTION AND EVALUATION 

 

This course is designed as a seminar, a small class in which a topic is discussed by an instructor 

and a small group of students. That means your active engagement is required, both with the 

professor and with your peers. It is organized around selected course readings and study guides 

that are accompanied by “virtual workshops” in lecture format that address specific technical 

aspects of writing academic research papers. There are no exams, but you will write a lot.  

 

Course materials:  Readings and films, Study Guides, and Virtual Workshops are organized by 

week in the Course Schedule under six general topics distributed across the fourteen-week 
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semester. In addition to the three texts you are required to purchase, additional readings may be 

posted inside the module, alongside the study guide and films required for that week.   

 

Study Guides: A study guide for each week’s readings can be found in the week’s module. 

Study guides list the key concepts you should know and sample questions you should answer as 

you read through the texts, to help you grasp the key arguments.  They are designed to "guide" 

you through the readings, help you identify key issues, inspire you to read critically, and help 

you analyze what you have read. Study guides themselves are not turned in for a grade, but you 

should use the them to help you compose your weekly microtheme summaries. If there are 

concepts or questions on the study guides that you find confusing or cannot answer, please ask 

for help in the appropriate discussion forum.  

 

Virtual Workshops:  Powerpoint lectures, based on the Writing Handbook, walk you through 

the essential components of the writing process, beginning with Microtheme Summaries and 

how to compose them. The workshops take you, step by step, through the writing process. Most 

of the contents in the Handbook are devoted to the steps involved in writing your final research 

paper, although microtheme summaries and peer review procedures are also covered. 

 

Discussion Forums: Online discussions take the place of lecture/discussions in a face-to-face 

classroom; this is a dynamic forum where a lot learning and teaching takes place in this online 

course. The goal of discussions is to share what we know with our colleagues, ask questions, 

help each other and learn from each other. Discussions constitute 25% of your course grade. 

While the prompts focus discussion around one or a set of related questions, this is also where 

you should clear up any questions you may have. Even if your questions do no relate directly to 

the prompt, please ask, as others will benefit as well. Since discussions involve everyone in the 

course, deadlines must be firm in order for your peers to read your posts and respond, and for 

you to answer, if you wish. Due dates for all first are Thursdays. If you post your original and 

response late on Sunday, you will not receive credit for that discussion. Your colleagues must 

have a chance to read your posts and respond in order for an exchange to be considered a 

“discussion.” 

 

IMPORTANT:  We engage in a discussion each week, beginning on Thursday and ending on 

Sunday. It is crucial that you visit the discussion forum daily, Thursday through Sunday to keep 

abreast of corrections and advances in our collectively understanding of the issues raised in 

discussion. Why is this important?  Because we all make mistakes. Making mistakes is a normal 

and necessary part of learning, BUT, given that you are new to this subject, you may not 

recognize a mistake made by one of your colleagues. The most common error I find began as a 

mistaken discussion post that was copied by others and repeated as fact. I will point out mistakes 

and ask the originator to correct them, but, if you don’t revisit the forum daily, you may never 

learn about the mistake or see the correction. 

 

Corrections:  Because mistakes are a normal part of learning they will not affect your grade as 

long as you come back and correct them. To correct a discussion mistake, hit Reply on your 

own thread, and create a new post. You can mark it “corrected post” if you want to be kind to 

me, but I should be able to figure it out. There is no limit to the number of times you can post on 

a thread. 
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Minimally, you are required to contribute one original post and respond to at least one other 

participant’s post each week by the deadlines indicated in the Course Schedule—Thursday for 

the original and Friday for the response. Doing only the minimum may earn you a C or D on that 

discussion.  “Dumping” is when students post an original and response and then disappear for the 

rest of the discussion. I notice and grade accordingly. See the grading rubric.   

 

Discussion Guidelines:  Substantive and active participation includes: 

▪ sharing one’s understanding of the assigned readings and offering insights that might go 

beyond the readings but are related to and inspired by them.  

▪ commenting on other participants’ interpretations of those readings.  

▪ trying out an idea you have related to a theory or concept under discussion and asking for 

feedback.  

▪ asking the instructor and classmates questions about issues you are confused about 

▪ challenging a point that another participant made in a respectful manner; offering a 

different perspective on a concept or theoretical idea being discussed.  

▪ relating how you have applied what you have read and learned from the course to your 

personal or professional life.    

▪ sharing other resources such as Web links, books, etc. you have used and found helpful. 

 

Please avoid: 

▪ Simply repeating or agreeing with others’ comments.  

▪ Yes or no responses. 

▪ Dumping (see above). 

▪ Uninformed opinions. Discussions not a forum for talking about how you “feel” about 

this or that. Simply expressing your opinions does not earn you a grade. Your posts must 

be informed by evidence drawn from the assigned course materials. Discussions are 

intended to help you think critically and carefully about the issues raised in each topic 

and help you write your microtheme summary.  Discussions also serve as a forum for you 

to try out your ideas, but your comments must be informed by the readings or by critical 

reflection on the readings. 

▪ Late posts.  If your original or response post appear on Sunday (even if posted late on 

Saturday) your grade will be zero for that discussion. Should there be extenuating 

circumstances requiring a late post, please contact me. 

 

It goes without saying that all involved in course discussions must communicate their concerns 

and differences of opinion in constructive ways. Good communication takes work and your 

efforts will not go unnoticed. Respect for others does not mean that you remain silent; it means 

you acknowledge the legitimacy of different points of view while stating clearly your position, 

and the reasons you take such a position. 

 

Weekly Microtheme Summaries: Low-stakes microtheme summaries on the course material 

allow you to practice writing, refine your critical reading and writing skills, and help you prepare 

for graded class discussions. Discussions and microtheme summaries work in tandem, each 

informing the other.  These short essays, ten in all, constitute 25% of your course grade, and are 

due on Fridays, 11:59pm. Microtheme summaries should concisely identify the author(s) main 
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arguments and the evidence they use to support their arguments. They should be at no more than 

500 words in length, which means when there are multiple readings, you choose one reading to 

summarize and analyze. There are twelve sets of reading but you are required to write ten 

summaries, so you can choose two to skip.  Detailed instructions are provided in Syllabus and 

Course Info. 

 

Research Paper:  This is the Big Kahuna. You will write a final 8 to 10-page (not including title 

page, notes, and bibliography) research paper, due at the end of the semester.  It will be on a 

topic related to the course and will accounts for 30% of your course grade. The Writing 

Handbook will guide you through each stage of the writing process from developing a thesis or 

key research question all the way to the finished paper.  

 

The stages are as follows (see time frame in Handbook): 

 

1. Topic development and draft of research proposal (*peer reviewed) 

2. Annotated bibliography (*peer reviewed)  

3. Outline and first draft of full paper (*peer reviewed) 

4. Revision of outline and second draft of full paper (*peer reviewed) 

5. Final paper 

 

This paper gives you the opportunity to delve more deeply into a topic that is related to the 

broader theme of health and healing. When considering a topic for your paper, you should focus 

on a historical or contemporary problem that directly relates to the material covered in the 

course. You will need to examine the existing literature on your topic (library research) and 

formulate a well-organized and detailed analysis that draws on at least six peer-reviewed journal 

articles or books.  

 

The research paper will be composed over the entire semester, and along with the microtheme 

summaries, constitute the core of the course. 

 

Peer Reviews:  Some of your written work in this course will be reviewed by your classmates, 

people who are members of your writing community (to be assigned). It is important that you 

support your colleagues by carefully marking-up their written drafts and by offering constructive 

suggestions for how they might improve their writing. Providing careful and thorough feedback 

to your colleagues not only enhances your own critical thinking and writing abilities, it will 

inspire your classmates to do the same for you. Peer reviews are graded (20% of your course 

grade), will be done four times over the semester (see course schedule and time frame in 

Handout). Peer reviews are done online and will be visible to the professor. 

 

Requirements for ALL written assignments:   

 

• Google.docs does not play nicely (at all!) with myCourses, so all writing assignments 

must be turned in in Microsoft Word.  I am sorry about this, but I cannot fix it.  Word is 

available for download to all registered students.  Contact CITS for help. 

• Students are required to submit each writing assignment by the due date on myCourses.  

There will be no extensions on microtheme summaries. Because many due dates 
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involve your peers who are eager to help you, submitting late disrupts their lives. If an 

assignment cannot be reviewed by your peer(s) because it was submitted late, the 

submitter, not the reviewer, will receive a zero grade on that peer review. This is one of 

those classes in which you really have to get shit done on time. Late assignments 

submitted to the professor will also reflect a grade deduction.  

 

• As with all university-level work, you are expected to carefully proofread and edit your 

writing. Excellent grammar and syntax, as well as appropriate citations, are expected. 

Please read all feedback on your writing carefully, integrating necessary changes in 

future drafts. If English is not your first language, or if you have always received poor 

grades on your writing, I strongly encourage you to take advantage of the free tutoring 

resources available to you.  Our SOA mentors and MCC writing tutors are all working 

online and appointments are available. (See Student Resources below.) This is a writing 

course and evidence of your effort and writing improvement will be noticed.   

 

• All words taken from other sources must be quoted and cited appropriately. Ideas and 

interpretive frameworks or theoretical principles developed by others must be cited. No 

exceptions. This is spelled out clearly in the Handbook.  If you have questions about any 

specific case, do not hesitate to contact me. 

 

Grading breakdown: 

 

Weekly discussion participation  25% 

Weekly microtheme essays  25% 

   

Research paper steps   

 draft proposal  5%  

 annotated bibliography 5%  

 outline and first draft of full paper 5%  

 final paper  15% 30% 

Peer reviews  20% 

   

TOTAL  100% 

 

 

Grading scale 

 

95—100 A 73—77  C 

90—94 A- 70—72  C- 

88—89 B+ 68—69  D+ 

83—87 B 63—67  D 

80—82 B- 60—62  D- 

78—79 C+ 0 – 59   F 

 

Course Incomplete Policy: According to the university catalogue, an incomplete may be given 

only in exceptional circumstances at the instructor's discretion. The student must be passing at 
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the time of the request or be sufficiently close to passing. If the work is not completed within one 

year of the recording of the incomplete grade, the grade will become an F(I). The incomplete 

policy for this course is that at least 70% of the course must be already completed and an 

exceptional circumstance (i.e. medical issue) must exist. If you believe you deserve an 

incomplete for an exceptional reason, you must email me, the Department Chair, and the Dean of 

Student Affairs, stating your reasons for the incomplete in writing. We will then decide on a 

course of action. 

 

Late or missing assignments:  As noted above, microtheme summaries and submissions for 

peer review may not be submitted late. In the case of peer reviews, the submitter, not the 

reviewer, will receive a grade of zero. If you must turn in a component of the research paper to 

the me, the professor, late, please contact me 48 hours in advance and explain why.     

 

ACADEMIC INTEGRITY 

 

Academic Honesty: All UMass Dartmouth students are expected to maintain high standards of 

academic integrity and scholarly practice. The University does not tolerate academic dishonesty 

of any variety, whether as a result of a failure to understand required academic and scholarly 

procedure or as an act of intentional dishonesty. A student found responsible of academic 

dishonesty is subject to severe disciplinary action, which may include dismissal from the 

University. The procedure for responding to incidents of academic dishonesty may be found in 

Section III of the Student Handbook. 

 

Students must assume responsibility for maintaining honesty in all work submitted for credit and 

in any other work designated by the instructor of the course. Students are also expected to report 

incidents of academic dishonesty to the instructor or dean of the instructional unit.The intent of 

this policy is to make clear the standards of academic integrity at UMass Dartmouth. For 

additional information on violations, infractions, and consequences visit the UMass Dartmouth 

Student Academic Integrity Policy at the link below. 

 

http://www.umassd.edu/studentaffairs/studenthandbookintroduction/studentconductpolicies/ 

academicintegritypolicy/ 

 

SafeAssign, is a plagiarism detection service that evaluates the originality of students’ work by 

comparing their electronic documents to online sources and the SafeAssign databases. Students 

should be aware that suspect assignments (e.g., those without drafts, without works cited pages, 

or with large departures in style) will be submitted to SafeAssign by the instructor for the 

purpose of detecting possible plagiarism. Submitted assignments will be included in the UMass 

Dartmouth dedicated databases of assignments. These databases of assignments will be used 

solely for the purpose of detecting possible plagiarism during the grading process during this 

term and in the future.  

 

 

 

STUDENT RESOURCES 
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Center for Access and Success: In accordance with University policy, if you have a 

documented disability or chronic health condition and require accommodations to obtain equal 

access in this course, please call the Center for Access & Success at 508.999.8711 to make an 

appointment. The Center is located on the first floor in Pine Dale Hall, 7136.  

 

Tutoring: SOA mentors are available to help students brainstorm paper ideas, explain 

assignments, and provide feedback. Normally they are located in the Writing and Reading Center 

(WRC) in LARTS 010.  Drop in, or call 508-999-8710 to make an appointment. This semester 

they are available online by calling or visiting 

• 508.910.6410  

• https://www.umassd.edu/wrc/hours--location/ 

 

The MCC (Multiliteracy and Communications Center normally in LARTS 219-221) provides 

feedback from experienced peer tutors on many types of assignments, including essays and any 

other work involving writing or communication. This semester appointments can be made for 

online tutoring at https://www.umassd.edu/multiliteracy-communication-center/ 

 

Technical Help: If you are in need of technical assistance contact the IT Service Desk, 

508.999.8900 or visit https://ithelp.umassd.edu/unauth/index.php to submit a support request. 

 

• Students living in the Residence Halls may also contact the Residential Technology 

(ResTech) Support Center:  Visit ResTech in Elmwood Hall, lower level Call the 

ResTech Help Line at 508.999.8040 (x8040) 

• UMass Dartmouth has several ways for you to get technical support for myCourses. 

o ithelp.umassd.edu or 508-999-8501 during normal business hours, (Mon-Fri 9am-

5pm). 

o http://skbase.blogs.umassd.edu/ 

o 24/7 technical assistance is available at http://umd.echelp.org/ 

 

Professor’s Availability: Campus is closed, as you know but I can always be reached by email. 

If you wish to make an appointment to speak with me in person, please choose a date and time 

that fits your schedule here:   

 

https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/OfficeHoursAdvising@umassd.onmicrosoft.com/bo

okings/ 

 

and I will send you a zoom invitation.  Please don’t hesitate to make a zoom appointment. Under 

normal circumstances my office door would be open to students several hours each week.  

https://www.umassd.edu/wrc/hours--location/
https://www.umassd.edu/multiliteracy-communication-center/
https://ithelp.umassd.edu/unauth/index.php
http://ithelp.umassd.edu/
http://umd.echelp.org/
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/OfficeHoursAdvising@umassd.onmicrosoft.com/bookings/
https://outlook.office365.com/owa/calendar/OfficeHoursAdvising@umassd.onmicrosoft.com/bookings/

